1997 honda accord starter location

Repair guides and support for the 5th generation Honda Accord coupe, sedan, and wagon.
Peacheslogan peacheslogan. I have changed a new alternator new battery new fuse box new
ground wire checked all fuses and the car alternator is not telling the battery its time to charge
but has. Bad 02 sensor will that shut the car down when Yu take off battery cables and not
charge battery. I have a Honda accord lx and it keeps draining battery only when I drive and I
got a new alternator and battery what's the problem??? Blake Klein blakeklein. Alternator is
good but not charging due to missing power supply. Test to battery voltage at the main mast. It
should be hot at all times. Check the 4 pin connector for secure connection. Perform alternator
output test. With engine at normal operating temperature, remove alternator harness connector.
See Fig. Turn ignition switch to ON position. If battery voltage is present, go to step 4. If battery
voltage is not present, check dash fuse No. Turn ignition off. Reconnect alternator harness
connector. Connect alternator tester with integral carbon pile Sun VAT to system. Set tester
switch to position No. Ensure all accessories are off. Start engine. Operate engine at RPM and
check output voltage. If voltage is greater than Let engine idle. Remove tester inductive pick-up,
and zero ammeter. Reconnect inductive pick-up. Operate engine at RPM and check voltage. If
voltage is less than Using carbon pile function of tester, apply load until voltage drops to
Amperage should be 30 amps or greater. With engine still at RPM, full-field charging system.
Amperage should be 40 amps or greater. If amperage is not within specification, replace
alternator. If voltage is not within specification, replace defective internal voltage regulator. Sal
Mendez. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Peacheslogan peacheslogan Rep: 1. View the
answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No.
Voted Undo. Score 0. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen
Solution. Blake Klein blakeklein Rep: Hi Peacheslogan, There are a few possibilities: 1.
Alternator is faulty. Maybe there was an error with the benchtest. Was this answer helpful?
Score 3. Sal Mendez Rep: 13 1. Replacing an alternator. Score 1. Add your answer
Peacheslogan will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Repair guides and support for the 5th
generation Honda Accord coupe, sedan, and wagon. Roy Urena. Drove my Honda accord to the
store when I tried to start the car it was dead. Checked the battery checked the starter both are
OK cars lights go on but it doesn't turn over or start please help. Roy Urena " but it doesn't turn
over or start please help" how did you check the starter? I have a 97 honda accord and am
having serious issues with this car. It starts up and then it'll cut off while im driving. Then it will
either crank right up or might take a while. But today i got in to crank it up and sounds like
something broke. Now it sounds like a hushing noise or vacuum. Did i just break my car?!
Someone please help. I have a new battery, starter, spark plugs, and solenoid. Hello everyone, I
had the same issue with my honda accord that while i was driving for like minutes the car would
shutoff on me. I had my mechanic friend install that for me and my car has been running great
for over 3 years now. Show 11 more comments. Joseph McCoy. Same thing happened to my 97
accord a few weeks ago. I replaced the starter and the battery under warranty. Everything
pointed to the starter being bad. Turns out just by luck I started looking around the engine
compartment and at a glance I happened to see that the negative battery cable had broken in 2
where it connects to the transmission. This stopped the starter from working but allowed
everything else in the car to still function. If this is your problem it will be very cheap to fix. Go
to a parts store get a 2 foot battery cable and replace it. Although the one I got at pep boys had
a smaller Guage wire for the chassis ground. So I'll be getting one from honda for piece of mind.
Need help. Does it start and then shut off when you let go of the key? If that's the case then you
probably need the electronic part of the ignition switch, not the key part. Or just throwing it out
there. Are you sure that you clocked the distributor correctly? My honda was sent to a
mechanic they said they can't find the problem but it will crank but don't start I need to no
what's wrong with my honda accord ex coupe. I recently had several of the 97 Honda Accord
starting problems discussed above including quotes of several hundreds of dollars to replace
many parts of the electrical, starter and ignition systems it was a very frustrating experience
that had a very simple answer. I changed my keys to the second backup key that I had never
used and to my amazement all the startup problems went away. In discussions with a key
locksmith he pointed out that Honda makes its keys out of a soft Aluminum alloys and the
ignition key mechanism is a case hard steel, over time the steel wears down the soft key and
slight misalignments with the key develop that result in multiple confusing startup problems.
Immediately upon this discovery, I had the locksmith make me several copies of my never
before used backup key, all of which work great. Try my solution, I hope it works for you! We
had this problem today, and tried with our spare key, and the car started! It took a couple of
turns but then it got going. First remove distributor cap have someone turn engine over if rotor
doesn't spin it's the timing belt. If it does chances are it's the igniter in distributor these cars are
known for it Its cheaper to replace with complete after market distributor than just Honda

igniter. Easy fix,with cap removed. Also check electrical plug count the pins so you get the
correct distributor I believe they can be either 8 or 12 pin 9 outta 10 times this is the culprit!
Gary kongfish. If it's a 5spd. It could be the clutch start safety switch. It's located on the clutch if
you look down in the floorboard with a flashlight push the clutch in with one hand while looking
to see if the switch depresses all the way in. Try putting it in neutral with the E-Brake on. With
one hand or foot press the clutch hard and start the car at the same time if no, use your hand so
you can see it actually touching the circuit. And it will be a quiet humm for about 2seconds. If
you hear a humm go to next. With a car, you need A, spark, B. D water to keep it cool. Check all
of your fuses, there's 2 fuse boxes 1 under the hood, 2. Maybe like its turning faster check for a
missing belt. Turn the key nothing happens this morning I put water in the radiator now nothing
happens when I trun the key. I got a Honda accord ex v6 99 crank and it won't start I got new
spark plugs and wire and new distributor I think is no spark is very low buzzing sound from the
gas pump I need help. I hope by now you have it fixed, however most likely the starter is going
bad and has become stuck. A short term remedy to get you home in this situation would be to
get someone to try and start the car while you take the handle of something and strike the
starter motor. Teching for someone else's franchise. I've seen twice a honda accord that looked
like a fuel pump problem turn out to be the ignition. They fall apart internally, you can generally
get them to go ahead and start or restart if it died while driving by wiggling the keys a bit then
try again. I am not very familiar with honda,but sounds like it could be that the mass air sensor
is bad or has a piece of debris on it, most cars run at startup for a few seconds then switch over
to the computer and at this time if the computer thinks there is not any air coming into the
engine it will cut the fuel, this sensor should be mounted in the air intake close to your air filter
box. My Honda Accord was doing the same thing, it ended up being my ECM module aka the
computer for your car under the glove box, and I had that replaced and my car has been running
perfect since. Had a similar issue with my Honda Accord, ended up taking it to the Honda
dealership to get a diagnostics ran on it, they found it my distributor needed to be replaced. I
replaced it on my car and my car had been running good for the past 4 years now. I hope this
helps. When my was having those same issues even after I replaced the Distributor, it ended up
being the ECM the needed to be replaced. Janine allison1. My 97 Honda accord would also cut
off while I was driving Works fine now. Patricia Kirk. Hot days I had to park in shade if the sun
ended up being on my 94 accord when returning to drive striatup won't start Everytime if was
shady start up no hesatating. Weird 'went through several possibilitys all'n'all was the main
relay the first research result that came up. I looked past it. Note the D4 was blinking when it
does that u know not starting. Hector Ayala. This is not an answer just a suggestion try looking
for a vacuum leak. It would cause you car to stall without anything crazy being wrong with it. Fix
Your Stuff. Back Answers Ind
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ex. Roy Urena Rep: 4 2 1. Answer this question I have this problem too Subscribed to new
answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score How to determine if it is a gas
pump issue.. It cranks but no start 5speed. Most Helpful Answer. Joseph McCoy Rep: 49 1. Was
this answer helpful? Score 4. It might just be a vacuum leak honestly that is what it sound like.
Pvalmont Rep: 37 1. Score 3. Erica First remove distributor cap have someone turn engine over
if rotor doesn't spin it's the timing belt. Easy fix,with cap removed remove two bolts retaining
dist. Score 2. Gary kongfish Rep: 5 3 1. Is it a automatic or 5spd.? If it's a automatic here the list
to check off to lead you to the problem. D water to keep it cool Unplug your negative battery
terminal, 30 sec. Plug it back up and try it. Score 1. Bobby Rep: 2. Andrea Rep: 13 2. Janine
allison1 Rep: 13 1. Patricia Kirk Rep: 13 1. Hector Ayala Rep: 1. Score 0. Add your answer Roy
Urena will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

